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Europe at the ‘Hot Gates’! $300 Billion of Seized Russian Financial Assets

By Dr. Jack Rasmus, July 19, 2024

Recently, NATO countries began the process of transferring the seized and previously frozen
$300 billion Russian assets to Ukraine. The $300 billion, it is argued, will ‘buy time’ for
Ukraine to continue the war in 2025—much like the lives of the 300 Spartans in mythology
supposedly bought time to mobilize a larger force.

Escaping the “Enshittification” of the Internet. Cory Doctorow

By Michael Welch and Cory Doctorow, July 19, 2024

Nowadays, internet platforms like Facebook provide great business for users. But with time,
they abuse users in various ways in order to satisfy and attract more business customers. At
a certain point, they claw back on benefits for the business-people as well  and incur more
profits for themselves, leading to the demise of the original platform.

The Road to Change: “Managing Chaos, Adventures in Alternative Media”. Greg Guma

By Greg Guma, July 19, 2024

Shortly  after  helping  to  launch  the  Citizens  Party,  a  new  coalition  linked  with  Barry
Commoner’s 1980 environmental campaign for US President, I circulated a memo about
next steps. 

Second Cold War in Full Swing as Europe, Becomes ’80s-style ‘Continent of Missiles’. Drago
Bosnic
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By Drago Bosnic, July 19, 2024

During the (First) Cold War, Europe was at the center of a possible confrontation between
US-led NATO and Soviet-led Warsaw Pact. By the 1980s, the two sides deployed thousands
of medium and intermediate-range weapons, both ballistic and cruise missiles.

U.S. Government ‘Saddled’ with COVID Vaccine Injury ‘Mess’ — While Vaccine Makers Avoid
Liability

By Michael Nevradakis, July 19, 2024

As early as January 2022, National Institutes of Health (NIH) researchers were aware of at
least  850 peer-reviewed case reports  and/or  research articles  about  COVID-19 vaccine
reactions, according to emails obtained by Children’s Health Defense (CHD).

Haaretz Is Hamas Propaganda Now! IDF Ordered Hannibal Directive

By Caitlin Johnstone, July 18, 2024

Are mainstream Israeli media outlets now guilty of antisemitic Holocaust denialist blood libel
conspiracy  theories,  or  is  it  no  longer  an  antisemitic  Holocaust  denialist  blood  libel
conspiracy theory to say that this happened?

Revealed: America’s Secret Special Forces Flights to Israel from UK Base on Cyprus

By Matt Kennard, July 18, 2024

The US Air Force has been sending unmarked planes from Britain’s base on Cyprus to Israel
since it began bombing Gaza, it can be revealed. The planes are all C-295 and CN-235
aircraft, which are believed to be used by American special forces. Declassified has found 18
of these aircraft which have gone from the sprawling British air base on Cyprus, RAF Akrotiri,
to Israel’s coastal city Tel Aviv since October 7.
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